
 Fact Sheet 

Colleagues Like These 

 

 

What is it? 
A hilarious and thoroughly revealing game show, 

based on a fusion of “Friends Like These” and “The 

Generation Game”. Let a workmate decide your 

fate! Trust, judgment and courage all come into play 

as teams uncover their hidden talents and try not to 

shame themselves in front of the entire company… 

How does it work? 
Contestants are divided into teams, and the 

compère presents the whole group with a selection 

of challenge titles. Based on the name of each 

challenge alone, teams nominate the person they 

believe most capable of succeeding in  

the challenge. 

Once nominated, candidates may find out that the 

challenge isn’t quite as they expected – but it’s still up 

to them to put in their best effort for the team. Some 

challenges also allow more than one contestant to 

fight for team points – meaning greater amusement 

and hilarity… 

The process of choosing contenders is almost as 

enjoyable as the challenges themselves – revealing 

what colleagues think they know about each other, 

as well as what they undoubtedly don’t! 

Five or six challenges will provide an evening of 

wacky entertainment. However, choosing which tasks 

to include from our extensive repertoire is the hardest 

challenge of all!  We can recommend from a myriad 

of the mental, physical or plain idiotic. For a 

completely bespoke game, we can get our creative 

juices flowing and come up with something 

especially for you! 

The Challenges 
Apple Bobbing: For those adept at this classic 

Halloween hobby, our ‘ample’ apples will ensure  

that teeth and jaws are truly tested. 

 

 

Balloon Modelling: What do you mean ‘what is it?’! It’s 

a poodle…. I think. Time to find out that those 

‘dexterous’ department members aren’t actually  

that dexterous at all… 

Big Buzzer: Don’t allow the giant metal wand to  

touch the elaborate and electrified course.  

Bits n’ Pieces: Hum, chant or sing along at the  

top of your voice – whatever helps you name  

that tune from the shortest of snippets. 

Body Parts: Did you pay attention in biology class?  

Put body parts on a colleague correctly to win.  

If you need to prod or squeeze colleagues to  

check where things go, please ask permission first! 

Can this be me?: Put your promotion on the line as 

you create a devilishly witty caricature of the most 

senior member of your organisation on a giant flip 

chart. 

Rachel Riley: Find out who leaves work early to catch 

Countdown - we’ve borrowed Rachel’s letters and 

numbers to recreate a Countdown Conundrum. 

Coconut Shy: They’re big, they’re hairy and they’re 

not shy. Chuck a ball at our coconuts and knock 

them to the floor. 

Crazy Boules Alley: A good eye? Steady nerves? 

Brought up in France? Then have a bash at this game. 

Cream Cracker Crunch: People coming back late 

from the pub will be familiar with this. One minute, 

one plate of cream crackers – gulp down as many  

as you can. An archetypal test of human ability. 

Current Tastes: Who knows their Chardonnay from 

their Shiraz? Who has a taste for the finer things in life 

and who’ll chug any old rubbish? Find out in this blind 

taste test. 

 

 


